**Dave Hill Bio:**
Dave Hill is a mechanical engineer, a professional speaker, author, seminar leader, and speech coach. He is known for his Irish wit and his passion for helping people improve their presentation skills and communication strategies.

Dave was born and raised in Ireland. He became Chief Engineer Officer on cargo ships, and his travels took him to 75 countries. By age 30, Dave had been around the world seven times. He has also worked as an Industrial Insurance Energy Risk Engineer, and as a Corporate Principal Risk Engineer for a chemical corporation in Texas, USA.

Dave was a Finalist in the 2004 World Championship of Public Speaking and is the recipient of many other public speaking awards. Dave uses humor, his keen sense of observation, his business acumen and his worlds of experience to present powerful success-building tips and examples.

Dave writes articles on workplace communication, leadership, and presentation skills and he is author of two books on communication strategies and presentation skills.

**Presentation Overview:**
One of the toughest problems with employing and investing in smart people is that they don’t always understand the presentation skills and communication strategies that are needed to succeed in the workplace.

**EVER THOUGHT YOU OR YOUR GROUP WERE:**
- Delivering crucial information but the audience was reluctant to buy into your proposals?
- Standing in front of a room of critics who thought they had better ideas than you?
- Frequently participating in tedious meetings with limited progress?

**THIS PRESENTATION WILL HELP EMPLOYEES AND LEADERS “RE-ENGINEER” TO:**
- Communicate, influence and engage others.
- Develop a presentation in a fraction of the usual time.
- Master the art of stating the Impact of a Situation.
- Maximize the outcome of any presentation, whether it is a conference call, executive meeting, training session or speech.

There are ways to deliver top-shelf, data-driven content in a format that audiences grasp and remember. With the right communication skills, you can gain respect and trust while convincing people to not only agree but to take action.